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Abstract: The paper is presenting the main stages in the history of 

mankind using the concept of system and how a certain system of 

a certain stage is evolving out of the previous stage into another 

new one using also the mathematical theory pertaining to the 

transition of a system between two different states. The paper is 

also dealing with the rational laws and rules governing the 

economy, laws and rules that are necessary to explain evolution. 

One important fact which is resulting out of the paper is that 

although necessary those economical rules and laws are 

unfortunately insufficient to explain the gaps one can always find 

everywhere one looks in the history. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Throughout the paper the reference to the n dimensional 
structure or n dimensional system is made with respect to a 
certain stage of evolution of the mankind, each sector of that 
stage of evolution is being seen as a certain dimension in the 
respective n dimensional structure/ system.  

The n dimensional structures modelling a particular stage in 
the history of mankind, could be evolving according to the 
various theories pertaining to the transition between states and 
laws pertaining to the theory of systems as in [1] and [2]. 

Together with the first transition in the evolution of mankind, 
in order to understand a general transition between any two 
states of evolution, additional assumptions shall be made, in 
order to complete the model and to explain a general transition 
between two any consecutive states and in order to better 
represent the facts pertaining to such transition. 

The transitions in evolution are explained using both 
concepts: the concept of system as in [1], [2], [3] and [4] and a 
special type of function called utility function as in [7] and [8]. 
Although these mathematical concepts seem to be very 
appropriate to use and could be seen in the first instance as 
sufficient to explain the respective transitions, we will see that 
this is not the case, and even if the respective transitions are seen 
as being very natural for the men living nowadays, they cannot 
be explained using only the above concepts. 

The facts presented throughout the paper are proving the 
existence of unexplained gaps in the transition from one stage to 
another, gaps which are leading to the conclusion that much of 
the transitions could not have taken place without admitting the 
existence unknown forces, acting and influencing the mankind 
in mysterious ways when passing from one stage to another.  

   

 

II. THE FIRST TRANSITION FOR THE MEN      

The chapter is describing the first two stages in the history of 

men, namely the stage in which the man was hunter and 

gatherer and the second one when man has become farmer and 

animal breeder. It is also enumerating the main assumptions 

used within the paper to explain the transitions in this ancient 

economy. 

A. The first stage in the history of mankind: man as hunter 

and gatherer  

The first stage in the history of mankind, namely the stage 
when the man was hunter and gatherer could be represented in 
the theory of systems as a two dimensional system having 
hunting and gathering of the fruits as the only two dimensions 
of the respective structure.  

This was a rather simple structure, when the man was totally 
depending on its environment and exclusively on the richness of 
nature surrounding him. Although very simple, this structure 
was obviously not very friendly with the life of men, on the one 
hand because hunting was a dangerous business to do at that 
time, and on the other hand, the fruits were not always close at 
hand of the primitive man. 

B. The second stage in the history of mankind: farming and 

animal breading 

The transition to the second stage in evolution, the stage of 
farming and animal breeding, although nowadays seemingly a 
very natural transition to happen, it is supposed to have been 
reached in a very long period of time and not entirely from itself. 

By comparison with the first one, this second stage of 
evolution had the advantages that the man was not anymore 
entirely dependent on the nature, he could have had food in 



every season and the risks associated to hunting were sensitively 
diminished. 

C. Assumptions made to explain the transition from the stage 

of gathering and hunting to the stage of farming and 

animal breading 

In order to try to grasp somehow the way this transition has 
taken place more hypothesis, listed below, will be used: 

This paper’s first supposition which seems to be both logical 
and close at hand, is that, at a certain moment in time, both two 
dimensional systems, the system of hunting and gathering and 
the system of farming and animal breeding should have 
coexisted.  

The second assumption used when trying to explain the 
transition from the first stage to the second one, is related to the 
theory of systems, but also to theories dealing with the transition 
from one state to another. The theory of systems and related 
theories of transition between the states of a system, are very 
useful to help understand how this first very simple transition in 
the history of mankind has taken place.   

Another third additional assumption beside the hypothesis 
that both, the first stage of evolution and the second one should 
have cohabited is that the respective transition has taken place, 
not directly, but by passing through many intermediary phases 
(intermediary transition states or points) when both of the 
systems have coexisted. This assumption, that the transition has 
been made gradually, is another common sense assumption and 
it is assuming that there were many transition points (combined 
states) in the whole process of transition. 

Another fourth supposition made in order to explain such 
transitions is that one important necessary but, as we will see, 
not sufficient condition to explain such transitions is to introduce 
a particular kind of function, called utility function. The utility 
function is representing the total amount of benefits calculated 
for each dimension pertaining to the structure, the total utility 
function of that stage resulting by summing up the utilities of all 
dimensions at a certain stage. 

 One way to explain such transition would be to use the 

theory of closed loop systems from the theory of systems and 

to assume that the transition has to take place when the utility 

of the new dimensions is exceeding the utility of the old 

structure with a certain significant value, able to determine the 

decision to give up the previous economic model. 

The explanation of this first rather simple transition is 
holding within the essence of transition between any two stages 
of evolution and hence it could also enable to understand how a 
certain general n dimensional structure is able to be transformed 
into another different structure.  

 

 

III. EXPLAINING THE FIRST TRANSITION 

The assumptions from the previous chapter are used therein 
to explain this first transition in the history but, as one will draw 
the conclusion, even in the case of this first most simple 
transition between the first two rudimentary ancient stages in the 

history, one will see that one cannot “rationally” explain neither 
why such nowadays’ “very logical” transition between these two 
stages has taken place, nor why the first transition has been taken 
place toward the farmer/ breeder system and not to any another 
state of the economy.  

 

A. Use of the assumptions in explaining the transition 

between the first two economic stages 

The four assumptions were made to help explaining this first 
transformation from a certain two dimensional structure into 
another two dimensional one. 

Using the assumption that both two dimensional structures 
should have coexisted and the transition between them has taken 
place gradually, is resulting that, in the first phase of the 
transition process an additional dimension pertaining to the 
second structure has been initially added, most likely the 
dimension of farming. This probably happened since it was 
easier to be added to the economy than the dimension of animal 
breeding. On one hand, is much easier to do farming than animal 
breeding, and on the other hand the domesticized animal had to 
be fed with some of the farming products. 

After this first step has been performed, the initial structure 
has grown into a three dimensional one, the farming being thus 
added. 

After the utility of the new introduced sector of farming has 
proven to be of superior value, the respective dimension is 
definitely added to the initial structure. 

The efficiency of this first half transition could be quantified 

only in terms of risks and of life safety because of food supply, 

since back then no monetary quantification was possible; the 

men being at the disposal of the nature were exposed to death 

due to missing  food in the cold seasons.  

This three sectors’ economy has been then completed with 

another important dimension, namely the dimension of the 

animal breeding, which has occurred like a natural continuation 

of the former three dimensional structure and has transformed 

this into the fourth dimensional structure where all the four 

dimensions pertaining to the first and second stage of history 

have cohabited. 

After the utility of the new introduced sector of animal 
breeding has proven to be better, the respective dimension has 
been definitely added to the initial structure. 

The advantages of the two added dimensions in terms of 

utility were soon obvious and thus they are finally kept in the 

ancient economy.  

Afterwards, the initial two sectors are somehow assessed in 

terms of utility based on the experience of the man and they are 

given up. Thus, the initial two dimensional structure 

gatherer/hunter is replaced with the new one. 

This somehow logical pattern will occur from now on, every 

time in the history when a new sector will arise in the economy. 

The new sector will be added to the old structure, will be then 

checked for durability from the viewpoint of its utility and then 



will be kept or eliminated. Eventually some other dimensions 

in the economy will be given up if their utility is lesser than 

expected. This elimination of the sectors that are not profitable 

resembles very well to a business liquidation when in the final 

phase of its cycle, the respective business does not bring 

anymore the expected profit. 

 

B. Critic to the explanation of the first transition in history 

Looking back, although all the process described above, 

seems to be very natural, at a closer look, one can see that this 

transition is not actually as obvious and logical as it may seem. 

The men could have stayed right in the area where was 

enough food, that is to say in the warm regions of the world or 

they could have improved the gathering and hunting techniques, 

so that the subsequent productivity could have permitted a 

better survival and the improving of hunting techniques could 

have conducted to hunting with minimal or without any risks. 

Instead, the initial structure has been totally transformed into 

another new one. 

Asking now, whether the initial structure could have been 

evolved into another different one is also a very sound and valid 

question and is related again with the development of the 

gathering and hunting techniques. Perhaps by doing so, the 

craftsmanship could have developed in this case much sooner. 

This critic which has been brought to this first transition is 

allowing that one assumes that this initial transition has been 

made with the intervention of additional unexplained and 

unseen forces, in such a way that the evolution to the 

craftsmanship has been made available gradually, when in fact 

could have been made in a more accelerated way. 

The critic is also allowing to see one of the first important 

unexplained gaps in the history, that cannot be explained only 

by means of the utility in terms of diminishing risks for survival, 

because the developing of the gathering and hunting technics 

could have been produced, theoretically, an even better result. 

But looking back to this gap, one can easily admit that the 

divine hand making possible this transition has produced on the 

long term, a far better result for the humanity. 

 

 

IV. NEXT MAIN TRANSITIONS IN THE HISTORY 

 
The next transitions in the history have taken place in 

relationship and even determined by this first occurred 
transition. 

Due to the increased quantities of food resulted from the 
farming and animal breeding which generated more production 
than the producers could consume, the men soon began to trade 
the supplementary quantities they did not need. The 
overproduction generated the commerce which soon in return 
gave birth to agglomerations of populations called cities. They 
were market places or centers where the commercial transitions 
took place. Another consequence of the overproduction and 
trade was the slavery, which occurred due to the fact that some 

of the members in the population accumulated more wealth than 
the others. Then, as a further consequence, in order to protect the 
interests of the wealthiest, as well from within as well from 
without of their countries, their laws and accumulations and 
even to enlarge their wealth, by conquering other territories and 
creating empires, the armies were created. 

The military power further thus supported the foundation of 
empires equipped with strong monetary systems which allowed 
the maximization of the quantity of commercial transactions.   

The development of weapons and the experience gained in 
wars has accelerated and has produced new scientific 
discoveries useful and also very used in times of peace. Actually 
it was an interaction between the science and military 
discoveries, wherein each one influenced back the other. Science 
and military have been since always interdependent. In most 
cases, science discoveries have been unfortunately used to create 
better and more effective weapons, true killing machines, but in 
return, much of the resources supplied by wars combined with 
science derived out of wars have been used to further improve 
the scientific knowledge, technology and eventually conducted 
to the invention of the industrial machineries. 

The new concept of economic battle has appeared and has 
been used successfully in the literature by overtaking the war 
technics. The economic warfare was stating that much of the 
techniques, tactics and strategies used in wars could be also 
applied when carrying out economic battles, such as can be 
found in [5] and [6].  

By the 18th century the foundation for the industry was laid 
down and the first industrial revolution begun to take place. It 
followed the mechanization era in industry and agriculture, the 
productivity being increased dramatically.  

Less than two centuries afterwards, together with the 
invention of the electricity and its applications the history was 
once more deviated from its course. 

The electricity initially permitted, among others, the longer 
and better illumination of homes, the transmissions of messages 
over long distances, but the best from electricity was yet to 
come. 

The invention of the radio and television were to follow. The 
invention of the computer and of the increasing better techniques 
for the integration of larger and larger quantities of circuits on 
the same surface of circuit board allowed miniaturizing but also 
the related development of the software which have permitted 
the occurrence of the new economic sector Information 
Technology and Communication (IT&C) and of the 4th 
Industrial Revolution related to the new branch of Internet of 
Things (IoT). 

The most significant result of these new developments is the 
globalization and the creation of the global market and of the 
global economy, the borders between the states being actually 
almost wiped out.  

The reality of globalization of the world’s economy has also 
another important implication in modeling the transitions. Since 
the world’s economy can be now viewed as a closed system, it 
is actually allowing one to use the model of closed loop system 
applied for a closed economy. 



 

V. THE TRANSITION FROM ONE SYSTEM TO ANOTHER 

 
The theory of systems will be used in this chapter, in order to 

grasp somehow the transition from one certain state into another. 
The mathematical concept of system will help to model a 

certain economy with n different sectors, each of them 
representing a dimension in the considered system. 

As it has been seen already in the first transition described 
above, the transition process involves certain necessary steps, as 
follow: 

a) Occurrence of a new possible sector to be added to the 
economy 

b) Addition of the respective new sector to that economy 
c) Deciding about the keeping of the new sector based on its 

growth rate, the utility function and the correspondent future 
earnings  

d) Deciding upon elimination of one or more 

sectors/dimensions from the previous state of the economy, 

based on their growth rates, utility functions and the 

correspondent future earnings. Generally a sector is to be given 

away when its growth rate once very large has reached a 

maximal value and then, is constantly decreasing over time.  

As it will be seen again, although the theory looks good and 

seems to explain all very well post factum, the evolutions 

occurred in the history, as one has already realized from the 

statements in the first part of the paper, there is no reason to 

prefer one particular evolution to another possible one that could 

have happened with almost the same probability rate. Seeing 

retroactively, all what has happened in the history seems to be 

extremely logic and somehow it seems to be the only path the 

things could have gone through, but it is not. 

If it would have been so logic as it seems than one could have 
had always the opportunity to predict the future without any 
problem, which was never the case. The present always contains 
within a very large number of alternatives or options equally 
profitable. The fact that the road is taken in one direction or 
another cannot be actually explained without accepting unseen 
and unexplained forces at work, which are governing the 
evolution, sometimes for bad, sometimes for good. 

A. Utility function and aggregated utility of an economy and 

of an economic sector 

Let us now analyze the evolution of each sector of the first 

economy. This evolution is usually described by the following 

utility functions, valid for any evolution of an economic sector: 
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 Because of the fact that most of processes in the 

economy are said to have exponential evolution over time, 

that is to say either exponential growth or exponential 

limitation based on the exponential decay function toward a 

certain value, both depending of the variable time, we have 

used in the model exactly this type of time dependent 

exponential function to describe the evolution of a certain 

sector. 

 This is the reason why in the model of the evolution of 

an economic sector, the exponential function has been taken 

into account to represent the utility function associated to 

the evolution of the respective economic sector. 

 Fig. 1 is presenting the first phase of the evolution of 

any successful economic sector, sector which is to be added 

later to the respective economy. For this evolution the 

exponential growth function has been used. 

 Fig. 2 is presenting the second and last phase of the 

evolution of that economic sector, sector which is to be 

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑒𝑡 − 1) 

𝑢(𝑡) 

𝑢(𝑡) 

𝑢(𝑡) 

𝑡 

𝑡 
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Fig. 1   Exponential growth 

Utility Function  

Fig. 2   Exponential limitation   
Utility Function  

Fig. 3   Utility Function over 
the entire lifecycle of a sector  

𝐵 

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐵(1 − 𝑒−𝑡) 

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐵(1 − 𝑒−𝑡) 

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑒𝑡 − 1) 

𝐵 



eliminated at a certain future time from that economy. For 

this evolution the exponential decay function has been used. 

By combining both exponential functions, it is resulting the 

general form of the utility function in the Figure 3, describing 

the evolution of an economic sector over its entire lifecycle. 

From mathematical point of view, in order that the function 

represented in Fig. 3 does exists, it is necessary that for the 

inflection point between the graphs from the Fig.1 and Fig.2, 

the following necessary condition holds: 

𝐴(𝑒𝑡 − 1) = 𝐵(1 − 𝑒−𝑡),   (1) 

By putting 𝑒𝑡 = 𝑥  and taking to account that since t is 

representing time, which has always positive values, and since 

the inflection point is always fulfilling t > 0, it is resulting that 

solution x should be always strict greater than 1. 

The condition (1) is thus becoming: 

𝐴(𝑥 − 1) = 𝐵(1 − 1/𝑥),   (2), which by multiplication of 

both sides with x, is further producing: 

𝐴𝑥 +
𝐵

𝑥
= 𝐴 + 𝐵,   (3), which is equivalent to: 

𝐴𝑥2 − (𝐴 + 𝐵)𝑥 + 𝐵 = 0,   (4), that further divided by A 

different from 0, is producing: 

𝑥2 − (1 +
𝐵

𝐴
) 𝑥 + 𝐵/𝐴 = 0,   (5) with its two solutions: 

𝑥1/2 =
(1 +

𝐵
𝐴

) +/−√(1 +
𝐵
𝐴

)2 − 4(
𝐵
𝐴

)

2
 

 

That is to say: 𝑥1 = 1   and    𝑥2 = 𝐵/𝐴;  

But because 𝑥 = 𝑒𝑡, only the second one solution is valid 

and it is valid only for the case   
𝐵

𝐴
> 1, that is to say, in order 

that the respective utility function of that sector exists, the 

condition 𝐵 > 𝐴 should be fulfilled and its positive solution is 

producing a time period of   𝑡 = ln(
𝐵

𝐴
). 

Although the monetary value system was not existing at that 

ancient time in the human history one can still use the above 

theory related to the utility function when explaining the 

elimination of a certain sector and the addition of a new one, 

because the human life can be expressed in monetary terms, as 

it has been done lately, in the recent times. According to the 

theory the value of a human life can be determined by means of 

the investments made by society, family a.s.o. in the respective 

person, as well as by the work value of the production that could 

be performed by the respective person over his entire work life. 

This way of thinking can be extrapolated backwards in the 

ancient times, when due to starvation caused by lacking 

gathered food and because of the deaths caused in the fights 

with the hunted animals the human lives were lost. 

That is why the utility concept can be successfully applied 

also for the case of first transitions in the ancient economy, 

because of the greater utility of farming and animal breading by 

comparison with the gathering and hunting. 

B. Disappearence of an economic sector and appearance of a 

new economic sector in a n sector economy explained based 

on the first transition 

Now, using the facts expressed in the previous subchapter 

we can explain the transitions of the first economy to its second 

stage of development based on the previous described utility 

function and the evolution of the respective old and new sectors 

regarding the presented utility function.  

A certain economic sector (gathering or hunting) has begun 

to disappear already when its utility was increasing at an always 

smaller rate (exponential limitation toward a certain value 

based on the exponential decay function, represented in the 

Fig.2 above). The disappearence of economic sectors in an 

economy is very much the same like the liquidation of a certain 

business with always lower profit margin rates. 

In the very same manner, a certain economic new sector 

(farming or gathering) has appeared when its utility was 

increasing at an always higher rate (exponential growth 

represented in the Fig.1 above). The appearence of a new sector, 

with an ever increasing utility rate,  resembles to the foundation 

of a new business, based on the financial accumulations from 

the previous liquidated old businesses. 

The very same thing is happening also in a n sector economy 

where old economic sectors are on their way to elimination 

making place to newer, more attractive to occur. 

Taking now again a look to the general evolution within an 

economic sector represented by the utility function graph from 

Fig.3 and taking a glance back in the history, one can see that 

the inflection points of the sectors of gathering and hunting 

have occurred after many tens of thousands years. After this 

initial move, the transition to and the elimination of new 

occurred economic sectors has happened at an ever accelerating 

rate. This is meaning that the time interval up to the inflection 

point, as well as the time period until the elimination of the 

sectors latter occurred have permanently shortened over the 

history. 

As shall be stated in the next chapter, Conclusions, the 

moment of occurrence of the inflection points, as well the 

timing until the total elimination of a certain economic sectors, 

can be never determined and not even estimated, just as an 

evolution toward a new certain sector or another cannot be 

anticipated. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The elimination of a certain sector and the evolution to a new 
one is always a very easy matter only when considering it ex 
post facto. Actually, although the things are very clear 
afterwards, nobody can anticipate a certain move of the 
economy into one particular way or another. 



Occurrence of a new economic sector can have a bunch of 
explanations, such as: poor or bad doings of men, like in the case 
of environment polluting and the consequent appearance of 
electric cars, the “soup” of new economic ideas which is 
somehow “floating” in the air around us, atmosphere which is in 
fact full of new science and scientific ideas not yet discovered, 
awaiting to be found and also determined by those invisible and 
unexplained forces, some of them of divine inspiration. 

Just as in the occurrence of a new idea in science cannot be 
explained, the evolution of species from one into another cannot 
be explained, in the theory of markets when the equilibrium 
price on the respective market is occurring as if an unseen hand 
has put it in the respective market to generate the maximization 
of the transactions, in the same manner the appearance of a new 
economic sector arising in an economy cannot be explained. 

Not only its appearance cannot be rationally and logically ex 
ante explained, but also the moment when the transition to 
another economy is to be made is floating in the very same 
uncertainty. Although the evolution towards a new economy 
sector is sometimes visible and can be intuited, the sure addition 
of the new sector and also the timing of this new addition are 
always never known. Sometimes the humans are 
underestimating but some other times they are overestimating 
the timing of this new addition of the respective sector in the 
economy. 

The same facts are valid also for the elimination of a certain 
sector from the respective economy. 

This unpredictability of change is conducting to important 
losses for those companies that have either embraced too soon a 
new economic sector, or they are still keeping business in 
economy sectors which are endangered to disappear in the very 
next period of time. 

Although the nowadays’ computing power is far more 
exceeding any imagination of let us say a person who lived some 
fifty years ago, even this very large computing power cannot 
generate enough alternatives with their related probability of 
occurrence for future evolution, not only for the economy, but 
for almost any other area of life. 
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